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“ Never wish them pain. That's not who you are. If they caused you pain, they must have pain inside. Wish them healing. ” ― Najwa Zebian
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·3.68·551 Ratings


Throughout her entire life, Ella has heard voices. Voices inside her head. She’s never given much thought as to why she has this gift… or this curse, depending on which way you look at it. It’s not until she meets the mysterious Jonah that she begin
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·4.09·195 Ratings


Jonah has never experienced a woman more stunning than the beauty that haunted his dreams. Although his dreams had every feeling of reality, he woke up every morning with the stark realization that those Amethyst eyes were only a figment of his imaginatio





 
	 











Heart You (Roommate Romance, #1)
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·3.65·343 Ratings


** Heart You is an erotic romance short story for ADULTS ONLY! This novelette is roughly 7200 words and contains a hot sexual triad between two female roommates and their Valentine's Day boy toy. **Have you ever wanted something you know you shouldn't? Th
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Some people view mind-reading as the evolutionary providence of humankind. Of course, “some people” are usually not telepathic, yet they still seem to think they understand everything about the paranormal phenomenon that is a part of Ella and Jonah.La
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·4.08·85 Ratings


What begin as an idea soon set into motion a chain of events that would lead to heart-stopping action, amazing suspense, and stories that will stick with you way after you are done.Unique, unexpected, beyond imagining…shocking TWISTS that will have you
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·3.33·271 Ratings


** Bind Me is an erotic romance short story for ADULTS ONLY! This novelette is roughly 6600 words and contains light BDSM scenes between a curious woman and her very dominant male roommate. **Lily had a suspicion her new roommate was the type to always ta
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·3.86·69 Ratings


** Share You is an erotic romance short story for ADULTS ONLY! This novella is roughly 12,000 words and contains a hot sexual ménage à trois between a young couple and their smexy new tenant. **If Kelli has learned one thing over the years, it would be
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** This novella contains adult content and is not intended for younger readers. **Jonah is certain about one thing—Ella is the sole reason his heart continues to beat each and every day. Witnessing the fragile state she's been in, he fears reliving six
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·3.67·679 Ratings


Juliana Petersen's troubled past haunts her at every turn. The crippling memories of an abusive relationship, and the lack of support from her family, lead her to flee her old life and begin anew.After settling into a quaint college town, Juliana finally
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·4.09·330 Ratings


Staring at the hands of two men greedily clutching her legs, Julia is frozen in place—unsure of how she should react to their dual-intimacy. It’s one thing to have her photography professor show an interest in her, but to also have his identical twin
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 224 Pages·2017·1.99 MB·New! 



in forty-three different languages. But much of W. Chan Kim and Renée Mauborgne’s work on creating new  ...
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söylemek gerekirse, bu fizik ile matemati ğin mutlu ve  Felsefenin İlkeleri René Descartes  ...
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de Jean-Luc Marion,Ji intérpretes de Descartes. René Descartes [Gredos]  ...
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of Sacred Science. RENE GUENON . René Guénon. was the son of an architect in the conservative  ...
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Rene Descartes. (1596-1650): When our own ideas are absolutely clear & distinct, free from all  ...
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RENE GUENON THE CRISIS OF THE MODERN WORLD Translators Marco Pallis Arthur Osborne Richard C  ...
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G U E N O N. TRANSLATED OF M. René Guénon's longer works, Intr^^M. Générale à we only contest  ...
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